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Note: This Kindle Edition Has Been Enhanced with Color Photographs Not Included in the Paper
Edition"An intriguing tale of personal victories claimed from disaster." - Publishers
Weekly"Soulful, emotional ... earnest and engrossing." - KIRKUS"While the suspense, drama,
and harrowing adventure of CAPSIZED will no doubt grip any reader, it shouldn’t be missed that
Steve Callahan’s book also is about the complexity of the individual and the collective. Callahan
shows us disparate people forced to rely upon each other for their mutual survival. In a manner
of speaking, it is the id, ego, and super-ego simultaneously at odds and in concert. CAPSIZED
may just tell one crew’s story, but it also is the story of the best of human nature eventually
winning out in the worst of times." - Adam Braver, author of NOVEMBER 22, 1963 and MISFITIn
a superb narrative, NY TIMES bestselling author Callahan chronicles the four-month (April -
August 1989) struggle of Jim Nalepka and three other crew (Phil Hofman, John Glennie and
Rick Hellriegel) to survive on their capsized trimaran adrift in the the stormy seas of the wintry
South Pacific. For shelter, the four huddled together in a dank hull compartment 20 inches high
and only as wide as a double-bed. Most of their gear was lost in the same gale that caused them
to capsize. They were drenched nearly constantly with frigid seawater, and caught fish and
collected rain for sustenance before the wind and current finally carried them to New Zealand's
Great Barrier Island. CAPSIZED was originally published with a slightly different title by
HarperCollins in 1992. The new edition has been revised (with additional text and illustrations)
by Callahan.

About the AuthorSteven Callahan is author of the New York Times bestseller ADRIFT: SEVENTY-
SIX DAYS LOST AT SEA (Houghton Mifflin, 1986). The book has been translated in to sixteen
languages and has never been out of print.Callahan is also the principal at Steven Callahan &
Associates. Based in Maine, Steve and his colleagues provide a variety of marine services from
design, construction, and consulting to equipment testing and boat deliveries. Steven maintains
a special interest in offshore voyaging, safety, seamanship, and survival. Since 1977 he and and
his associates have also been involved in most aspects of the communications industry,
especially publishing and television. Recently, Steve has been consulting on feature films, most
notably Life of Pi.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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CAPSIZEDJim Nalepka's Epic 119 Day Survival VoyageAboard the Rose-NoëlleSteven
CallahanAuthor of Adrift: Seventy-Six Days Lost at Sea2013New Street Communications,
LLCWickford, RIMap and Illustrations © by Steven Callahan.© 1992 and 2013 by Steven
Callahan and James Nalepka. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or
reproduced in any manner whatsoever without written permission from the publisher except in
the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.Wickford, RI, USANote:This
eBook includes a number of full-color illustrations along with additional black and white
illustrations not incorporated in the paper edition.To Richard James Hellriegel, who has found
his place in peace.Rick was my friend, my soulmate, and will forever be my brother.- James
NalepkaBut look! here come more crowds, pacing straight for the water, and seemingly bound
for a dive. Strange! Nothing will content them but the extremest limit of the land; loitering under
the shady lee of yonder warehouses will not suffice. No. They must get just as nigh the water as
they possibly can without falling in. And there they stand- miles of them- leagues. Inlanders all,
they come from lanes and alleys, streets avenues- north, east, south, and west. Yet here they all
unite. Tell me, does the magnetic virtue of the needles of the compasses of all those ships
attract them thither?No man prefers to sleep two in a bed. In fact, you would a good deal rather
not sleep with your own brother. I don’t know how it is, but people like to be private when they are
sleeping. And when it comes to sleeping with an unknown stranger, in a strange inn, in a strange
town, and that stranger a harpooneer, then your objections indefinitely multiply. Nor was there
any earthly reason why I as a sailor should sleep two in a bed, more than anybody else; for
sailors no more sleep two in a bed at sea, than bachelor Kings do ashore. To be sure they all
sleep together in one apartment, but you have your own hammock, and cover yourself with your
own blanket, and sleep in your own skin.Upon waking the next morning about daylight, I found
Queequeg's arm thrown over me in the most loving and affectionate manner. You had almost
thought I had been his wife.- Herman Melville, Moby DickIntroductionto the New EditionI first
heard of the Rose-Noëlle when my wife and I were visiting a catamaran anchored near our own
floating home in Grenada in early 1990. The cat’s owner was from Minneapolis, and his sister
had just mailed him a newspaper clipping about a fellow Minneapolitan who supposedly had
drifted for an astounding one hundred nineteen days on an overturned, half-flooded trimaran.
The clipping stated that some officials and members of the public now thought that the story was
a hoax.After drifting in a life raft for seventy-six days in 1982, I was more sympathetic with the
Rose Noëlle crew than those officials and other skeptics. One such official in particular had
made a similar claim, that my survival voyage was a hoax, when I had the bad taste to wash up
still alive in 1982. Similar reactions to survivors are all too common. An initial euphoria, “He’s
made it! How incredible!” often is followed by, “I’m sorry, but this is impossible. He must have
staged this for some reason.” The reasons usually make no sense at all, actually. Who would
torture themselves with months of starvation plus hundreds of painful sores and disposal of a
lifetime’s material possessions just to score an appearance on some surreality TV show? I
suppose anything is possible, but if you’ve ever actually suffered these things, you’d know that



staging a hoax is way more unlikely than actually doing the deed. Doubt is common enough
because I think that people just can’t believe the human animal can be as resilient as it actually
is. More to the point, showing up alive can embarrass those who have either written off the
survivors, or have screwed up elements of their official capacities. If, for example, they have
made misjudgments or mistakes relating to search and rescue operations and you survive, they
have not only failed but also have done so under the public’s eye.I had spent most of my life
sailing all kinds of craft, which included multihulls since the 1960s. I’d helped build several
trimarans, had lived on one, and had designed several other multihulls. Although by the turn of
the millennium, multihulls would be better known and embraced by western yachting
communities, thanks largely to their success in the America’s Cup, they had been reviled by the
yachting establishment for many decades, I thought completely unfairly. The critics had long
chastised these boats as dangerous because, given enough wind or big enough seas, they
could capsize, and once upside down, were virtually impossible to reright.These critics tend to
ignore a simple fact: Numerous traditional single-hulled working craft and pleasure boats,
including most tall ships, will not reright automatically from a knockdown past 90 degrees. For
the most part, the “self-righting” monohull is actually a relatively modern phenomenon. Further-
more, single-hulled monohulls are actually more subject to capsizes and pitchpoling because
they have much less total righting moment for any given size; and although many monohulls will
reright, with enough wave action to give them a boost, many others are very happy to remain
upside down. Even some boats that might reright on their own if kept watertight actually fill with
water and sink prior to rerighting.Multihull stalwarts also have countered that multihull capsizes
are about as likely as sinkings of single-hulled crafts, which can result from a wide variety of
structural failures or collision with flotsam or other craft, and that the survival rates of crews from
sunken boats are hardly reassuring. In comparison, virtually all multihulls are built with materials
that will float, and they contain no ballast, so the vast majority will not sink even if they are badly
holed. All the research I have done covering every known capsize for decades showed that the
survival rate of crews on capsized multihulls, and even the salvage rate of the boats themselves,
was staggeringly high, not something found with those who were on monohulls that sank or had
gotten rolled over. In these studies, once the worst had happened on a multihull and it went
upside down, even when a vessel had not been that well prepared, it appeared that multihulls
still could serve as very stable, incredibly roomy, amazingly well-stocked life rafts.So at base, the
case of the Rose-Noëlle was extremely lengthy and might stretch believability, but to me, drifting
for 119 days on an overturned multihull seemed completely plausible. After all, Maurice and
Marilyn Bailey (117 Days Adrift, Sheridan House Publisher) had lived that long with only a life
raft and inflatable dinghy as support. It should have been obvious that having a much larger
platform filled with tools and food would make the oceanic struggle for survival infinitely easier.
Over several decades, I have written several articles supporting the notion that multihulled boats
(two-hulled catamarans, outriggers, and proas, or three-hulled trimarans) are among the safest
of ocean-going craft, and the case of the Rose-Noëlle fits both that outlook and what seems



logical based on numerous ocean-survival case histories.When my wife and I returned from the
Caribbean to Maine in the spring of 1990, there, among the pile of mail from our nine months
away, sat a letter from Jim Nalepka, the Minneapolis native who had been aboard Rose Noëlle. I
also learned that a friend of mine knew the skipper, John Glennie, decades ago and vouched for
his competence. These serendipitous coincidences with which the story of Rose Noëlle is
peppered were too much for me to ignore.Jim Nalepka had written to me because, shortly after
he landed, he had seen a copy of Adrift, which chronicled my own ocean survival drift. He
thought I might help him write a book about his experience from the viewpoints of the crew,
especially his and his friend Rick’s. I knew just how important this event must have been for Jim
personally, but I wondered what new dimensions his story would add to the small library of
ocean survival books. I didn’t want to repeat the themes and issues in Adrift, although I was sure
there would have to be some parallels. I was keen to write about the Rose-Noëlle, if for no other
reason than to stand testament to the ultimate safety of multihulls, but I also wanted this book to
be more than a tale of desperation in which the good guys lived in the end.Four months adrift is
a very long time, but durations of survival experiences in and of themselves are only one of their
many elements. Frankly, I had very quickly tired of reporters asking me if I had set any records (I
had not, unless one multiplies the qualifiers to include “a person alone in an inflated raft”). I
reminded the press constantly that survival is not a sporting event. I also had spoken with
numerous other survivors, both oceanic and terrestrial, and found that all experiences are
unique, and that some relatively brief survival experiences were in many ways more challenging
than some lengthy ones. What is important about an event is not its duration but what survivors
discover from the journey.So I could find out what Jim had discovered, he agreed to travel to
Maine. He called it “our blind date.” We had no idea of what to expect, so we expected nothing
from one another. Conversations flowed easily. I liked Jim immediately. Jim did not look like an
ocean survivor, but then again, no one really does. Survivors are rarely well-tanned rippling-
muscle hunks or sore-covered corpses. Jim’s face was somewhat cherubic, his hair thick, his
smile shy, his voice soft. He appeared sensitive and easygoing. But two other things really stood
out. One was Jim’s complete candor. He had an amazing ability not only to see common human
frailties in his mates but also to expose those he found in himself. The other was his wry wit,
which often was self-effacing. Unlike the dedicated sailors I’d known who had focused their tales
on dry facts of what happened when, Jim saw his experience largely through what he and his
mates felt and how they all evolved throughout the journey, sometimes by surprising leaps. Jim’s
insights and personality give, in my view, his story more depth and realism than I find in most
other survival tales that I have read. I can only hope I have done some justice to it.I was a
seasoned sailor when I found myself adrift. Jim didn’t know what a cleat was. In heavy
conditions, he had to look for signs of fear in his shipmates’ faces to know whether he should be
scared or not. Writing a story from the viewpoint of a complete neophyte would be fun for me. I
did not anticipate how much Jim's story would challenge and enlighten my own perceptions of
the sea, survival, and masculinity, however.As I re-edited this manuscript for this e-book and



paperback edition, first published by HarperCollins in 1993, one thing really jumped out at me: I
laughed a lot. Jim has an infectious sense of humor, and his mates were not devoid of this gift
either. Among survival experts, it is well known that maintaining a sense of humor is a critical
component of survival. Someone who usually is quick with a joke but then stops even smiling at
the most funny things, usually is on the precipice of doom. Survivors may be guilty of a kind of
gallows humor, but if one disappears into gloom, if one cannot at least smile inwardly at some
things, one has suffered a “sense of humor failure” and is lost. I was amazed by how often the
crew of Rose-Noëlle found things funny, approached elements of bad news with sardonic
humor, and pulled practical jokes on one another.Despite this humor, I do not expect this to be
an easy book to read. Especially towards the beginning, the characters often exhibit behavior
hard to take. After the capsize, it takes them an extraordinarily long time to learn how to become
a survival team, and it never works flawlessly. They are not varnished heros. At times they are
fearful, weak, defeatist, petty, jealous, self-interested. Frankly, I believe how Jim reveals all the
lesser but very normal human qualities that are impediments to grace makes this crew more
believable than the characters found in many tales. If one studies other survival case histories,
one will find that this crew is not atypical. In fact, even though I was alone, I was subjected to the
same weaknesses and often the very same arguments within my own head. Reality is no Disney
cartoon. This story is a hard look at the way real people really feel, think, and react in real
crises.Hopefully, this book also reveals the answers to the typical post-trauma questions: “What
did you think about out there? How did you feel?” As Jim notes, thoughts, feelings, and
character are not static. They may be plagued by inconsistency and contradictions, but overall,
they evolve, as do surrounding events. Jim was not only able to criticize himself and his mates,
but he also shows what he gained from them and how each grew. Phil, for example, drove
everyone nuts at the beginning but, by the end, had gained immense self-confidence and filled
an indispensable role among his mates.When one reads this tale, one can easily come down
pretty hard on John Glennie, the skipper, but frankly, as a mariner, I have great sympathy for him.
He may often have been overconfident and bull headed, and he proved incapable of effectively
communicating or consistently leading his very motley crew. However, it’s hard to understand the
substantive challenges of voyaging with unknown people, especially those with no offshore
experience, unless you’ve walked in those sea boots. Once the boat capsized, John may have
lost his credibility, and it seems he did little to reclaim it, but I can relate to his depression at
having lost all he had, including his dreams, and I can only imagine the effect of also having a
bunch of novices with limited skills and decidedly selfish desires on his hands. In the end, John
persevered, no mean task.In the final analysis, I came to be very fond of the whole crew. I would
not have been interested in Jim Nalepka’s story if it had not appeared to be different from Adrift. I
would not have been interested if Jim could not tell me the story. I may have shaped and juggled
the words herein, but it could not possibly have come to life without Jim’s eloquence, his candor,
his objective views on the strengths and weaknesses of both his mates and himself. As he
talked, I came to see that this was not a tale so much about survival afloat as it was a tale of



mens’ survival in contemporary society. Similar struggles could have occurred as easily within a
jail cell or even suburban home as it did within the confines of their Pacific prison.~For six
months, Jim lived with me and my wife, and we worked on the book daily. He’d sit in a chair and
let me plague him with questions all day long. I’d organize and draft at night. After Jim left, I took
a number of additional months to do further research, check facts, and come up with a final
manuscript.Skipper John Glennie wrote his own account of the incident, but Capsized
significantly differs, not only in numerous minor details but also in overall themes and tone. In
this book, you will see through Jim’s eyes alone, as Glennie’s related his recounting. We do not
pretend that Jim’s view is completely objective. Because memories are flawed, no doubt we, too,
are guilty of minor factual errors. That said, Jim and I tried very hard to be much more inclusive
of the entire crew’s memories and perceptions.Our purpose is not to replicate or denigrate
Glennie's account but to paint another picture of the same scene. Interviews of John plus his
own account helped me to establish a chronology and to understand a little of his feelings and
thoughts during his survival drift. I give John thanks for his leadership during the event and for
putting together his account.We ventured further, however. We relied on a great number of
resources unavailable or untapped by Glennie, who created his account much closer in time to
the event. Conversations and style of speech are recollected to the best of Jim's ability and
confirmed through our listening to interviews of the entire crew and feedback from those who
knew them. Multiple sources also confirmed details of events or opened questions for further
inquiry. Jim’s close friend and shipmate, Rick Hellriegel, originally intended to help Jim with this
book, but illness prevented him. Rick, Jim, and Phil, however, were interviewed in great depth by
Bruce Ansley shortly after their escape to land. Bruce, a newspaper reporter at that time in New
Zealand, kindly allowed us to use all the tapes and transcripts from the twenty-four hours of
these interviews, for which we are incredibly grateful. We also tapped dozens of press articles,
the New Zealand government’s official inquiry into the event, and interviews of and other
sources about many people who went through their own survival experience ashore, particularly
Heather Hellriegel, who reviewed this manuscript and added to it.Jim was certainly unfamiliar
with survival and maritime history as well as with sailing. I have taken the liberty to add
information about survival, history, and the environment where I thought it relevant. I’ve also
inserted details about the search and rescue operation and lives of those ashore. Although Jim
was not privy to these elements at the time of his drift, we have included them in order to put
some of the events into clearer perspective.To create our chart of the drift, we merged an
approximated drift chart created by Greg Reeve at the Auckland Weather Office with details that
we knew, such as the boat’s actual landing position, as well as notable events along the way. In
numerous cases, we knew details about the weather and wind direction as they related to events
on board. As we placed in order birthdays and survival activities, like when the survivors caught
fish or made specific tools, we could create quite a tight overall chronology to which our
survivors could agree and to which with weather pat-terns observed both on board and ashore
concurred.In cases in which the crew maintained conflicting memories of chronology or details,



Jim and I decided to rely on common sense and the majority view. Glennie says, for instance,
that he tossed the first battery, but he had to be in the cave to get the battery. Why would he
crawl out to toss it rather than just handing it to one of three pairs of waiting hands? Rick
remembers tossing it, so that is our version. If Glennie thought about hooking up the EPIRB to
the ship’s battery immediately, as he says, why did he throw out the second good battery, and
why did he later wait several days after the EPIRB died to try to resuscitate it with the remaining
battery? Hopefully, minor differences in detail do not threaten the integrity of either account.Jim
wanted to emphasize how mutually dependent the entire crew was during their days adrift, a fact
that he and Rick felt was downplayed by their skipper. Jim acknowledges Glennie’s competence
and the crews’ dependence on him, but the rest of the crew remember that Glennie was hardly a
flawless leader. He resisted their efforts to fish. He also resisted retrieving gas bottles to rig a
stove. Fish and heat transformed their world. Phil Hoffman, on the other hand, was often treated
as low man on the totem pole, but he created a valuable rain collection system and was the chief
hunter of fish.Our story requires no heros or demons. Like the voyage itself, all men facing all
situations are complex puzzles. By examining the puzzle of this crew, the primary themes of
Capsized emerged. There are moments of humor, of cynicism, of passion, of depression, of
hope, and of hopelessness. There is both incredible selfishness and touching generosity. Each
of the crew is a combination of diverse traits of character that in some situations proved to be
assets while in others liabilities. All those aboard Rose-Noëlle were flawed, as all men are, but
their virtues kept them together to survive and form a well-rounded survival team.Frankly, I see
the same flaws and rationalizations all around me in society. They are far less stressed than the
crew of Rose-Noëlle was; however, a major attraction for me was how this case history reflects
society at large, and how these very different individuals could both create a new society from
scratch and learn to accommodate and even transcend their vices in order to achieve and
witness what few others, if any, have before. Yes, this story often is testament to the darker side
of mens’ souls and my own good luck in having drifted alone, but I think it also is witness to the
larger over-riding positive qualities of humankind, and in particular, to male aptitude, creativity,
and determination along with a surprising amount of sensitivity, empathy, and generosity. And
yes, all these things even when out of sight of women. Some readers, safe within the embrace of
their armchairs or beds, may fantasize that they would show fewer faults under similar
circumstances, but let’s hope that the tale of the Rose-Noëlle gives us all pause to consider both
the limits and capacity of our own characters.For the record, if the survivors of Rose-Noëlle hold
any record as such, it is that, at the time of the event, they tied with the Baileys for surviving the
second longest time at sea after their craft was fatally stricken. During the second World War,
Poon Lim drifted one hundred thirty-three days on a solid ship’s raft. Among solo ocean
survivors, he remains to this day (April 2013) the uncontested champ. In warmer waters, at the
time of Rose-Noëlle’s capsize, there had been one case of a Costa Rican boat that drifted one
hundred forty-two days after running out of fuel. That boat remained upright and intact, however.
Since first publication of this book, a Mexican fishing boat drifted for eleven months across most



of the Pacific. There is no doubt that the Rose-Noëlle’s crew are in a very special club, but in
terms of maritime history and survival at sea, the greatest significance of their drift may be that
they survived longest by far in such cold waters where hypothermia can kill in minutes. In fact, I
have yet to find another case of survival offshore of more than a week in such high latitudes. This
is the result of having both a reliable and commodious survival craft and a crew able to exploit its
advantages over life boats and rafts.Mere facts do not tell any story. We have tried to
choreograph herein facts and impressions that tell a story worth reading, a voyage into the
limitations and capabilities of men, which are as diverse and real as the waves on which they
rode.- Steven Callahan, September 2013Acknowledgmentsby Jim NalepkaOctober 1991Prior to
our ill-fated voyage on Rose-Noëlle, I could not have imagined the unknowns of the sea or the
adversity that we were about to face. During those days adrift, the only thing of which I was
certain was that we were alive. Our family and friends, unfortunately, had no idea about what had
happened. With the official opinion stating truly that our chances of survival were remote, those
close to us could only rest their hopes on their confidence in our survival instincts and the strong
force of their own faith. I realize now that what they went through was as equally, if not more,
traumatic and painful as our own ordeal. I believe in the power of collective human spirit and feel
that it played an important role in my own survival. To all those who were with me afloat and
ashore, I give thanks for their continued faith and help without which we would not have
survived.I am forever grateful to my sister Cathy, husband, Tom Moynihan, and their children,
Meg and Jack, for their unyielding faith and unconditional love and support. Also thanks go to my
mother, my father, Doris, brother Mike, and their families for all their prayers and efforts to secure
my safe return. Joe and Peggy Schierl, Mary O’Donnell, Pam Caldwell, and so many friends and
acquaintances in Minnesota worked unselfishly with my family to obtain information, inspire
action, and lend one another support during those trying times. I offer gratitude and friendship to
them all.I feel inadequate to express my appreciation to my extended family in New Zealand. To
the patient and understanding staff at the Cobham Outward Bound School, thank you for your
tender loving care when I needed it. I owe a special debt to Sue B. in New Zealand for her
constant love and support, which has meant so much. My heartfelt feeling of indebtedness to
Pete Brady and Jenny Jones, Martha Bell, Pete and Lee, Gino Rocco and family, Mary P., and all
the people who create that strong, caring community in the Marlborough Sounds.How does one
put into words the experience and meaning of being at a close friend’s side when he is dying?
Heather Hellriegel’s amazing spirit and intense love lifted Rick and us all. Her mother, Gloria
Whiting, was nothing less than totally selfless throughout Rick’s extended illness. Heather’s and
Rick’s son, Matthew was inconceivably sensitive and aware, which strengthened all those he
touched. Rick’s parents, Peter and Helen Hellriegel, and sister, Debbie, showed extreme
courage in the face of the inevitable. John and Nancy Stewart were superb, objective listeners
and helped us all sort out our lives. Steve O’D., Frith O’H., and the entire staff of the Wairau
Hospice gave so much of themselves because they love and care. All these people trans-formed
what was a difficult process into a profound experience of the human spirit.During the writing of



this book, it was an honor and privilege to have worked with Steve Callahan. His talent,
diligence, understanding, and just plain hard work (between naps) made the story come to life.
What started as a blind date turned into a committed relationship and an honest collaboration.
To his partner, Kathy, a personal thank you for her never-ending support and kindness. Both
Steve and Kathy allowed me to be a part of their family during the endless months we suffered
together in Maine. Just kidding!New Zealand writer Bruce Ansley generously provided taped
interviews that he conducted with Rick and I, which helped a great deal in the writing of this
book. Most importantly, they allowed us to recapture Rick’s point of view and memories after he
was no longer able to do so in person. Rose Young most graciously granted us use of her
photos. Thanks to HarperCollins for believing in this story.My deep and humble thanks go to my
mates, Phil Hofman, John Glennie, and Rick Hellriegel without whom I would not have survived.
Finally, an overdue tribute of gratitude and utmost respect goes to Rose-Noëlle who kept us
safe, dry, and warm for one hundred nineteen days.The crew of Rose-Noëlle on their second
morning after crashing ashore on Great Barrier Island. From left: Phil Hofman, Jim Nalepka, Rick
Hellriegel, John Glennie. (Reproduced with permission of Dominion, Wellington)Chapter 1To
Serve, To Strive, And Not To YieldEnd of May 1989Exhaling clouds into the crisp, late night air, I
plod on, thirty-eight years and eight time zones from the time and place of my birth in Minnesota.
For once in my life I wish I could clearly see where I'm going, but it is a quarter to six New
Zealand time and still pitch dark. In the Southern Hemisphere, it is early winter. A gauze of snow
rests upon distant mountain tops. My feet leave dark prints in the lightly frosted ground. I traipse
along a trail carved out of the bush, follow a dirt road that aimlessly winds down the hill, and
cross a small bridge under which a steaming creek murmurs as it empties into the end of Queen
Charlotte Sound. The ocean rests as black and still as if covered with a thin sheet of ice. I walk
past the jetty on the main road that leads me to good old Outward Bound, or OB, as we
say.Through the glass mullions of the kitchen’s heavy wood doors, I see the dim purple aura of
two Bug zappers inside. All is empty and still in the kitchen save the slow swing of the overhead
exhaust fan. I wander about flipping switches, awakening my day with a stab of lights. To warm
up the room I turn all the stove burners on high.Within minutes I have slapped two ten-gallon
pots onto the stove to get the porridge bubbling. Some days there is a third pot for baked beans,
but today it is the eggs’ turn. A battery of bread—thirty loaves at a whack—stands at attention on
a wheeled cart headed for the toaster. Next I go to a thirty-gallon drum called the Zip and pour
boiling water into my undersized cup, melting the megaspoon of instant coffee crystals in the
bottom. Real coffee does not exist at OB. In the cold storage I grab a bottle of Silver Top milk,
peel back the foil cap, scoop out the crowning inch of cream, and flip it into my coffee.Three co-
workers stagger in, mumbling in turn a comatose “G’d day,” and join my morning coffee ritual. As
they pry their eyes open, we discuss the Maori taboo against sitting up on kitchen benches,
which we ignore with slight pangs of guilt as we hop into place and shoot the breeze until our
cups are drained. That done, we break into our work gigs. One of us watches the breakfast
porridge, another folds the tea towels, and the third organizes rations for the OB watches, or



groups of students, who'll be heading for the bush, rivers, and sea.Through the walls, we hear
students outside grunting and counting, “One, two, three, one two, three . . .” as they stretch,
bend, and leap about. A phalanx of warmed-up bodies in front of the school takes off on a two-
mile run. The instructors who wait behind to record finishing times, drift into the kitchen, chatting
us up, and drinking brew until the students straggle back and plunge into the sea for an icy swim.
Next they hit the cold showers, which are warm compared to waters of the Sound. Finally the
duty watch is ready for work, and crowds the kitchen to help. It’s seven o’clock.We in the kitchen
crew wheel out a three-foot-diameter wok from Hong Kong. The metal crater rests on a cart
rigged up with its own gas bottle and huge plumber’s burner. A label on the side of the cart reads
The Big Gun. Into the bowl I dump and stir 200 eggs and some rice left over from last night.At
seven-thirty, as the dinner bell clangs, students burst through the doors and flood the dining hall.
Everybody stands quiet. Duty watch says grace. Then the masses throw themselves at their
plates and dig in.Our kitchen crew relaxes, eats breakfast, and talks to the instructors as they
amble in and out, telling us about the schemes they’ll impose on their watches for the next three
days. “We’re heading out on kayak scheme on the Pelorus today,” says one. About a third of the
students will wipe out in rapids on that one. “Out on Bush One,” says another with a mildly
sadistic smile. Bush One is a tramp over two- to five-thousand-foot “hills” covered with razor
sharp gorse, a thorn-laden shrub that is out of control in the hills. “Up the Queen Charlotte,”
another adds. He’ll cram fourteen people into an open twenty-foot cutter. They'll throw their
aching backs at the blistering heavy wood oars until they are lucky enough to find a following
wind.Outward Bound: “To Serve, to strive, and not to yield.” Learn how risk can become more
nourishing than food. Place yourself in the hands of the unknown. Face peril with confidence.
Overcome adversity by finding and leaning on the strengths that lurk within yourself and the
strangers who are your mates. Trust is what it’s all about, really. That and dealing with your own
limitations, discovering when even your strengths may become a liability, learning when to back
off. So much for theory.The instructors seem more into who’s in charge, what they’ll prove to their
students and each other, who will win out, and less into cooperation, what they’ll find within
themselves, and how everyone can win. Maybe that’s what happens when adventure is
contrived. They’re not really out there on the edge, beyond familiar ground or into unknown
waters. The instructors lead their charges like a line of baby ducks in an established,
unchallenged pecking order on familiar routes with known risks. The uncertainties are limited
and they'll all be back in three days.Shit, I think. I still wish I was going along. Not sure why.
Maybe it’s because, even controlled risk might take me to the edge of my limits. A routine OB
scheme is still no cake walk. Nature seems to have the capacity to spring nasty surprises on you.
Sometimes danger lurks within the very familiarity with it. Three people have died doing their
routines since I have been here. Even a small adventure might set the stage for me to discover
something new. Then again, maybe I just want to go along for an OB tramp because I get to stay
here and make thirty-six trays of flap jacks instead.Did I move half way around the world just so I
can cook two hundred eggs at a shot? Was I crazy to quit my secure city job? Just to get that



job, two thousand of us shuffled along in line for three days carrying our Fooseball games, TV
sets, joints, booze, hopes, and screwed up lives. I was one of the lucky two hundred who got
work.The few years I spent working a s a “turd herder” in the city’s sewers were no fun, but then
for over a decade I got to whack away at the pavement in the open air. The joyous sun beamed
down. I liked the heft of the jack hammer, the sweat, the feel of my muscles as they grew taut
against the pull of work. That kind of toil was as pure and unpretentious as the flight of a bird. It
was simple. You did your job and at day’s end went home and washed off the grime. You didn’t
have to think too much. Nobody expected much.When November snows flew, the paving season
ended. We threw our work boots into a fresh stretch of pavement. Giant vibrating rollers
smushed them into the goop, though the tops sprang back up like sentinels awaiting our return
in the spring. Until April we were supposed to be on call for snow removal, but the bureaucrats
went to the next name on the list if you didn’t answer your phone. Pay for twelve months, work for
seven: it was the life of Riley.Ah, the grand old days. But, now that I think twice, it wasn’t all that
grand. After fourteen years I tired of my own dull thoughts whirling round in the dust and the
heat, the mindless chitchat about the new strippers down at BJ’s or Zeke’s Night Cap, the
endless bitching—the boss was a jerk, nobody’s wife understood them, someone’s daughter
was always ready to run off with some guy with purple hair, the police netted a three percent
raise while we got only a lousy percent and a half. Life was a bitch. But we did our work; it wasn't
our fault.Each spring I returned to look at the increasingly tired faces, sagging bellies, and
graying, thinning hair of guys I joined up with. For what? The better house, the only pool in the
neighborhood, the best looking wife? The whole damned system had lobotomized us. Our
dreams were no longer who we might become or what we could do. Our aspirations were no
more complex than going fishing, hunting deer, the girls down at Zeke’s. Sitting on the can down
at the city garage, flipping through the mountain of raunchy porno magazines rooted out from the
squeaky clean taxpayer’s trash, I began to feel like the whole world was going nowhere. Even the
porno magazines showed the very same breasts I looked at back in 1975. I swear they were. All
my co-workers were only waiting for their glorious retirement. One guy spoke dreamily of kicking
back in “Moosetown” in Florida. We were all beginning to sound like clones of Barney Rubble.
Everybody was counting years, counting decades! In just sixteen more years I too could retire.
Christ! I was only thirty-six.Still, it was easier to bang my head against a familiar wall than walk
around and face the unknown on the other side. At least until one lazy winter afternoon.My friend
Bobette and I gazed over downtown through the falling snow and moaned about the cold. I
romantically reminisced about beautiful New Zealand, where I’d taken a bike trip. Bobette is one
of those people who go on faith, the confident result of thirty years of the women’s movement.
“Just go” was her advice. “But I have this job,” I complained, though I also was offered a job in
New Zealand at Outward Bound.“What!?” she yelled at me. “They offered you a job and you’re
sitting here? You’re a nitwit, Jim Nalepka!”“But I’ve got my pension, hospitalization, life
insurance. We even got dental care this year.” I just couldn’t pry myself from the city’s tit. She
kept bugging me though; she made me make a list. On the positive side we cataloged “The



opportunity to meet new people, experience a different culture, escape Minnesota winters and
hot summer asphalt fumes, challenge myself with an interesting job, take a risk, trust my gut
feelings, take responsibility for my own future . . .” All told there were about forty positive items.
On the negative side I struggled to come up with “What about my cat Tony and who’s going to
shovel the sidewalk? You know there’s a fine now if you don’t shovel your walk, Bobette.”In the
end, Bobette won, of course. So here I am New Zealand, but where’s the risk, the challenge? I
may be at Outward Bound, but I am not a part of the adventure. I may serve, but what am I
striving for?By nine the place is a ghost town. Alone, chipping last night’s crap out of the ten-
gallon bowl from the Hobart mixer, I look out through the bank of windows that face Queen
Charlotte Sound. Blankets of verdant fields fold across mountain slopes that are rooted in the
sea. From my perch I often see ducks, gannets, shags, and the occasional dolphin. Every year
there is one white heron. Heading up the Sound, one of the school’s distant cutters looks like a
water bug slowly wandering across the surface as its oared legs rise, swing, fall, and swing back
in slightly haphazard unity. As the boat passes beyond the edge of my picture window and I lose
sight of the crews on their adventuresome quests, I turn back to my own routine.Flap jacks done,
mail call over, I head home for an hour. Back up the hill. Martha’s gone for the week, as usual,
but soon—next month—we get three weeks together. She’s promised. By the time she gets
home on weekends, she’s worn out. Martha’s great. She is. She’s full of energy and enthusiasm.
She writes letters for Amnesty International on behalf of tortured prisoners, organizes women to
find themselves through adventure in the out-of-doors, but I yearn for things for which she has
no need. She requires no growing commitment, desires no future family. I don’t know if she really
cares if we ever get time together. Just give her a desk and a million projects and she’s happy.
Sometimes, sandwiched between letters and proposals, I find that soft side of her. Sometimes,
in carefully timed slots of her work schedule, she squeezes me tenderly. But those times are
getting too rare. Hell, I’m considering sleeping with the damned Kiwi sheep. Don’t think I haven't
thought about it.Rick strides through the door like a stag, says, “Is the jug on?” prances to the
fridge, flings open the door and asks, “Anything to eat?” I pour him a cup of tea. Stuffing his
square-jawed face with chocolate cake, crumbs falling out of his mouth, Rick mumbles
something about sailing and Tonga.“What? What are you talking about?”‘Tonga. I'm going to go
sailing to Tonga.”Sun. Beaches. Warmth. Fruit. Adventure. “Man, I’d love it,” I hint. “When are you
going?”“In the next few days. I’ll find out today.” Rick drains his cup and flashes back out the
door. He never wastes time.And what the hell do I get to do? Tidy up the cold storage and check
the bloody mouse traps. Shit.~Mattie thrashes around in his car seat beside me, his hair blowing
everywhere and his eyes wide with infant wonder as a perpetually new world unfolds in front of
him. His dad, Rick, and mum, Heather, are in front, driving us both to our destiny. So call me
James. Like Ishmael in Moby Dick, I think I’ll “sail about a little and see the watery part of the
world.” I can’t believe I’m actually going to Tonga, almost fifteen hundred miles to the north over
open ocean. Okay, settle down. I’ve never been to sea before—hardly been in a boat. I guess it
doesn’t matter. Rick will keep me clued in. But have I got the right gear? Of course I’ve got the



right gear. Martha went through all that with me. But what was all that about my sister’s address?
“In case something happens,” she said. Give me a break.Rick pulls into OB so I can give my
farewells. There’s good old Bill, always going to do some chore with an axe or wrench or
something tucked under his arm like some overworked troglodyte. Rick slams on the brakes and
Bill stuffs his handsome, bronzed, seventy-year-old head in through the window. “Where the
bloody hell are you jokers goin’?”“Bill, I’m going sailing! I just want to say goodbye to ya.”“Well
Yank, if ya never come back I get that push-bike of yours, right?”“Sure Bill. It’s yours, mate!”~Rick
weaves the Subaru up, down, and around the curves of Queen Charlotte’s Drive for seventeen
kilometers to Picton, our port of departure. Already I feel queasy. If I feel ill here, how will I feel
once we hit the deep blue beyond? What am I worried about? Everybody knows I’m no
sailor.Rick and I have visited the boat twice now. The skipper, forty-seven-year-old John Glennie,
seems like a nice enough bloke, even if he does have beady Jack Nicholson eyes set close to a
chiseled beak. Like a proud bird of prey, he’s taut and trim, maybe a bit high strung. “Bloody sea
jock,” Rick calls him. What else can you call someone who carries a business card that
says:John A. GlennieYacht Rose-NoëlleYacht DeliveriesYacht Builder by ProfessionAdventurer
by ChoiceBut John told us he’s sailed more than 40,000 miles, mostly back in the sixties when
he and his brother sailed from here to California. Rick thinks he’ll calm down a bit once we get
offshore.I couldn’t tell a bowsprit from a yardarm, but this is definitely a flash boat. And from
laying down her backbone to laying on the bright yellow and white finish that glows like glass,
Glennie has created her. He’s obviously talented. Rick is clearly impressed.Rose-Noëlle has
descended from Micronesian outrigger canoes. Unlike Western boats with one hull, Rose Noëlle
is composed of a main hull set up like a bloody apartment with everything but a microwave, and
two smaller outer hulls, which John calls floats. From each side of the main hull a pair of long
tapered arms stretch out and curl down over the shoulders of the two supporting floats.Unlike a
monohull, John’s three-hulled trimaran has no heavy keel to keep her upright. Her stability relies
on her wide stance. A monohull with lead keel is like one of those lead-weighted, inflatable
clowns that kids knock down but then rights itself. Rose-Noëlle is more like a table—tough to
push over. Some folks snipe at multihulls because, like a table, if they flip, they won’t reright
themselves. John is quick to point out that, without lead to pull the boat under, a boat like Rose-
Noëlle won’t sink if she’s flipped or even run down by a whale or a ship. Glennie says a modern
design like his can’t flip anyway. All sounds good to me.Cresting the final hill over Picton, we face
a great panorama of the harbor where our ship, the Rose-Noëlle awaits. Since ancient times
men have embarked with unknown shipmates on whom they must depend for their very lives. I
suppose centuries of seafaring haven’t changed things much. In Moby Dick, Ishmael embarked
on Pequod in search of whales. Captain Ahab took his crew after Moby Dick and doom. By his
own admission, our captain “holds a short fuse for fools.” Like skippers throughout history, our
captain will test his crew and find out only too well of just what we are made. And vice versa, I
figure. Rick warned me not to mention that I cook at Outward Bound, but I had to open my big
mouth. So Glennie showed off all his pots, pans, the stove, oven, even the damned flour. How



will I cook out there when I can’t even keep my stomach in place here on the pavement?What
about my other mates?Look at Rick with both sinewy, finely sculpted hands perfectly situated at
ten and two o’clock on the old steering wheel. Definitely in control. Plays strictly by the rules. At
thirty-nine years old, Rick has been a cop and OB instructor, and now runs his own sea kayaking
business. He’s independent and bloody tough. Three years ago doctors diagnosed a terminal
tumor nesting in his head. The docs gave him a sixty percent chance to live two years. After
twenty-five radiation treatments, Rick and Heather went home and forgot about it like it was a
broken leg that needed only to be set. The medical profession said radiation miraculously
zapped the tumor, but I figure it just couldn’t beat Rick’s brute stubbornness and tough hide. I
admire his fearlessness and his drive.Rick is well traveled, well read, and doesn’t hesitate to let
you know just what is right. His business partner’s home-brewed beer was never quite perfect
until one day the partner covertly handed Rick a bottle of premium store-bought beer. “Now
you’ve got it,” concluded Rick. He knows what is right and he won’t compliment you for
less.When he goes out, every hair must be in place. He keeps his body as lean as a lion. The
way to frame a photo, the way to hold a paddle, every nut and bolt of existence must be just so
for maximum efficiency or effect, even when it doesn’t matter. Drives me nuts sometimes, but I
can’t help but like him.Sure the son of a bitch stormed into the house, got me drooling over
Tonga, and didn’t even ask me to go along. He’s always testing people, seeing how they’ll react,
which bait they’ll bite. He is confrontational but not mean. He did come back. He knew I wanted
to go and how much it meant to me. He’s anxious to help us mere mortals up a rung toward the
same perfection at which he aims with fearless pursuit. Inside that iron man is plenty of
compassion. Rick pulls through for you in the end and I trust him. That’s the important thing.That
leaves Phil Hofman. The second time Rick and I visited the boat to check out the scene we
found Phil hovered over a bowl, popping every other walnut that he shelled into his mouth. He
looked up, casually greeted us with a firm hand, and went back to shelling as we chatted
amiably. Don’t know too much about Phil yet, but he seems like a regular New Zealand bloke, an
affable Humpty Dumpty with thick dark eyebrows that stand in stark contrast to his pale, round,
mostly bald head. The hair that remains forms a rim from ear to ear, wispy and white. In some
lights he has the look of a pudgy baby, in others a man in his fifties. Phil’s forty-two, just three
years older than me, but beneath his overstuffed shirt is already a long scar from open heart
surgery. He still takes heart pills. With his sweetheart from his teenage years and two kids, Phil
lives aboard a ferro-cement boat with no name. Seems to suit him somehow.Phil knows how to
sail, but he’s never been to sea before, and rarely wanders further from his wife and children
than to the pub. He has never set foot outside of New Zealand, but since his boat has been
moored next to Glennie’s, the wanderlust in Phil’s eyes has been stirred. To Phil, Glennie has
been everywhere and done everything. Phil could use a serving or two of that. Glennie tells Phil
over and over, “Going with me to the islands will be good for you, Philip.” Glennie also berates
Phil’s “stone boat,” but Phil continues to dog John’s heels on Rose-Noëlle, probing him with
questions, talking boats, the sea, the horizon beyond.When we first met Phil, across the table



from him sat a beautiful and affable Rose, John Glennie’s current Ms. Special and soon to be ex-
special. “Oh,” I said to her, “the boat’s named after you!”Rose stopped dead, looked up at me
with the gigantic, teary, cow eyes of one of those little girls on a velvet painting, and said, “No. He
named it after one of his old girl friends.”There followed a stony silence.~The night before our
departure, Phil took his usual place in the pub. His mates shared farewell drinks and banter. One
turned to Phil and said, “You should want your head read for sailing off in a trimaran.”“Well, what
can go wrong?” asked Phil.“Trimarans are renowned for turning upside down” was the
overstated answer.Phil shrugged. “Oh well,” he said, “a boat like Rose-Noëlle won’t sink. A boat
like that would just float around the Pacific for months.”~As we swoop down to the harbor,
Heather and Rick banter back and forth in the front seat. All seems smooth between them for a
change. Maybe it’s because he’s going away. Rick can be a real pain. He expects Heather to
serve up his meals, do his laundry, care for Mattie, keep all the details of his existence in proper
order. He might not admit it, but his family and his home are like shackles on him. As she labors
under mountains of diapers, Rick even refuses to hook water up to their laundry shed. Heather
has lashed him with accusations of selfishness. He hates it, but he has not changed. Rick has so
many years ahead of him, but he feels driven to do so much more with his life. He must plan and
adventure, write a book, kayak the sea, roam Africa, roam free. In a recent rage, he returned
Heather’s fire with, “I’m selfish. I’ve always been selfish. You knew that when you married me.”
Like unstable atoms, they have parted and recombined many times. Rick knows that he must try
harder to make things work for them, but he has too much yet to prove. Today, in the wake of a
really good talk, Heather is happy. He’s really going to try to make things smoother. So Heather
sends him off with her blessing. This voyage is something he needs to do. And maybe, when he
returns, things will be different.When we wheel down to the wharf, Rose-Noëlle looks like a
beehive with Phil, Rose, John, John’s sister, and her husband buzzing about, stowing cabbages,
apples, kiwi fruits, and other food into the bulging hulls. I take my pack below and set it next to
the navigation station. John catches me. “You can't put that there. Get out what you need and put
it in the outer hull,” he commands as he rushes off. What will I need out there? Well at least I’ll
wear my $180 Salopettes—warm, synthetic pile bib overalls that all the gear junkies at OB think
are essential for mastering mountains, wild rivers, and raging seas.For another hour I follow
people about like a lost puppy, not really knowing how to be of service, listening to orders like
“put this out in the port float” or “fetch that from the lazarette.” Port? Which way is that? “No port
left in the bottle.” Okay, port is left. But lazarette? So I watch the drones fly about and note which
holes they probe. They talk about a trampoline and I wonder if we’re going to an oceanic
gymnastics meet until I see they mean the netting that stretches over the open area between
Rose-Noëlle's hulls and the forward and after beams that tie the three together.Two yachties
from the boats in the harbor stand away from the bustle with hands on hips. They share
mumbled pronouncements of observers everywhere who believe they know more about doing
something than the people actually doing something.Just as I get the hang of the departure
bucket brigade, the fire seems to be out and all activity around the boat ceases, except for the



butterflies in my stomach.I understand that the weather prognosis is also a bit shaky. One of the
yachties on the quay is Jim Bramwell, a buddy of John’s who will soon depart New Zealand with
his family, following our wake. Bramwell reassures Glennie with a weather chart that indicates
that light northeasterlies will assist us offshore where a southerly will push us rapidly north to
Tonga. John is satisfied and that’s good enough for me. Let’s get out of here.We bid farewell to
those who’ve gathered. I touch Rose’s hand then reach up to the jetty and grab Heather who
wears Mattie like a part of herself. She bends down to give me a final female hug.“Wait a
minute!” Everyone looks up to see John on the dock. With a towel draped across one arm, an
animated finger in the air, elfin face, and mouth screwed into a lopsided smile, he turns and
shuffles off. Rick, Heather, and I, even Mattie, seem perplexed as our lifted brows quiz each
other for some explanation.In five minutes John reappears. After his brief shower, he set up a
secret ham radio schedule with Jim Bramwell. The plan is for Bramwell to receive the latest
weather maps and radio the information to us. John will acknowledge Bramwell’s call, but will not
identify us because John has no ham radio license, so it is illegal for John to use the ham radio
except in a situation when danger to life and limb is imminent. Although we will never receive any
weather information from Jim Bramwell, he and his son, Daniel, will play an unexpected role in
our future.Finally we cast off. Rose-Noëlle pulls away so fast that in the moments it takes us to
coil and stow the docking lines, Heather and Mattie have shrunk to a distant dot on the end of
the jetty. The outboard motor drones on for about a mile. Rick and I chat as the lush panorama
slides by and we feel the unfamiliar dance of the boat bouncing lightly across harbor waves. Phil
and John raise the mainsail. I wait for orders that do not come, so instead I absorb all the sights
and sounds. John unrolls the big jib with a rumble, which snaps in the light wind. The winches
emit a staccato click of well-greased metal on metal like huge fishing reels spinning to the tune
of a hooked behemoth. When the sails are yanked into position and filled taut with the breeze,
Rose-Noëlle leans slightly away from the wind and glides. I am awed by the floating sensation,
disturbed only by the hissing wake that leaps about at our stern and runs away back to port.
Sailing is all I dreamed it would be.As we proceed down the cliff-lined final leg of Tory Channel,
John finishes preparing the boat for the open sea—securing the last loose stores, hoisting Rick
in a fabric chair so he can stick a piece of rope through something at the top of the mast. We are
ready for it, I think. The narrow chute of the channel suddenly widens and the mountains retract
like curtains from a stage. Rose-Noëlle enters the swirling, current-tortured waters of the
infamous Cook Strait that opens up before us. Our only audience is the North Island that sits
ahead, a brooding sole witness to our debut.John makes VHF radio contact with the secretary of
the Picton seaplane service. This is the last contact we’ll have with terra firma while aboard
Rose-Noëlle.Unshielded by the hills, Rose-Noëlle flies across the north-westerly wind into the
late afternoon. She runs at twelve to fourteen knots; the speedometer sometimes touches
sixteen knots—eighteen miles an hour. I did not know boats could sail so fast. Rose-Noëlle
cleaves the chop so smoothly that, from my spot beside Rick, the expanse of deck seems
almost motionless. Only when I see the land slipping quickly behind and the rushing wake do I



sense our speed.John doesn’t like single-hulled boats and makes rude comments about them.
Without all that lead ballast to drag around, three-hulled trimarans like Rose-Noëlle and two-
hulled catamarans are really light and easy to push. Their width makes them so stable that they
can carry more sail too. In John’s eyes Western monohulls are barges that plow through the
water while multihulls are birds that skitter across the surface. When Captain Cook first visited
Hawaii, he noted how the native catamarans and proas literally sailed circles around his ships.
The Pacific Islanders settled islands over millions of square miles of open ocean, while
Europeans dared not venture outside the sight of land for fear of falling off the edge of the earth.I
know nothing of such matters. Nor do I realize the significance of sailing at forty-one degrees
South Latitude, edge of the roaring forties, realm of the albatross. Here winds whip around the
world unhindered by continental land except at infamous Cape Horn. At these latitudes, even in
summer, the earth wears a rotating necklace of storms. Forty-foot breaking waves are common.
The color of these roaring, liquid mountains is so dulled by gale-scudded skies and streaks of
windblown spume that they are called graybeards. Leave harbor in southern New Zealand in
winter and you enter some of the most notorious waters in the world.I’m only a passenger.
Ignorant. Trusting. Inadequate. I don’t know what I can or will ever be capable of doing. Should I
be sitting here? It feels okay, but am I in the way? Well, nobody is screaming at me. I should do
something. Inspired by memories of the city road crew, I lapse into an old Roids Rodgers trick.
Roids was supposed to rake asphalt, but by age sixty had mastered busywork. When volunteers
were called he was always ever so occupied moving barricades or a shovel only to move them
back an hour later. So I bend over, untie my shoe and methodically retie it with precise detail so I
can appear like I’m doing something useful. Rick, Phil, and John trade places at the helm as
clouds crowd over the sky and the green tinge of dusk dims our world.Wind streaks across the
darkening sea, pushing it into a steep chop. The ship jumps and crashes. Clouds of spray waft
aft. My senses are restricted by the coming night. Each lurch of our ship, each snap of Dacron
hits my nerves like an unexpected electrical shock. Phil follows John forward to drop the mainsail
and reduce its size. Phil is like a neophyte tightrope walker on the pitching deck, stumbling,
falling, getting up again. As Phil and John work on the sail forward and Rick steers, I glance aft at
a small dot on the horizon emitting a twinkling pinpoint of light. In minutes the light grows to a
steady dot. “Hey Rick, you see the ferry?” I ask.“Yeah, mate.” He waits until John and Phil finish
taking the reef and yells up to the deck, “Hey John, the ferry’s behind us.” John doesn’t respond.
Buffeting wind fills our ears and carries our voices away. Rick yells out several times to John as
the ferry closes but John doesn't respond except for a glance aft. He turns and begins to take
another reef. Has he not heard Rick or is he ignoring him?The ferry grows, its outline becoming
clear and its light now a steady beam. Rick's hands grip the wheel as tensely as in the car on the
way to Picton. He keeps gazing aft, then forward. I look up to Phil who struggles to help John
with the sail. Rick yells again. "John, what the hell is going on with this ferry!?" Phil looks aft at
the brutish grey form as it begins to rise above us and says to John beside him, "Hey mate, do
ya see the ferry?"“Yeah, yeah, I see it.”Everyone but John seems to be edgy so I get even more



tense. Rick is now frantic and screams forward, “John! Are the bloody mast lights on?”I am
astounded by the gigantic shape that looms above us. Blazing lights from the cabins, meeting
places, and deck stab the near-black night. The ferry seems to pause there above us, silently,
like a beast in the final moment before it pounces and crushes us. John leaps down the hatch
and flips on the lights. The ferry seems to veer suddenly. Maybe it’s Rick at the wheel or maybe
John grabs the helm and turns us away. I don’t know; I am too busy holding tight. I only know that
the monster slides by a hundred yards off.We collect around the cockpit, all eyes but John’s as
round as frisbees. With a brief diabolical guffaw, John dismisses our apprehension with a mutter:
“That was my good old buddy Brownie up at the helm. He wouldn’t have hit us.” It is as if our
skipper feeds off our anxiety.The ferry shrinks again to a pinpoint of light as rapidly as it came,
and I am left wondering if it really happened at all.With Rose-Noëlle squared away, we beat
northeastward, slipping along and edging away from the North Island’s coast to confront the
Pacific and even larger unknowns.Launch. (Rose Young)John Glennie and Rick Hellriegel prior
to departure. (Rose Young)
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Mark D Walker, “Lessons for survival in capsized vessels. Very well-written description of the
trials and tribulations of the 119 day journey of the capsized trimarana Rose-Noelle, providing a
perhaps more human look at the problems that developed and how each of the crew members
dealt with the situation.Perfectly reinforces the little-discussed notion that ALL multihulls must
have provision made for "capsize survival" as most multis (especially cats) are largely unlivable
when capsized due to flooding. Sure, they remain afloat, but trying to survive perched on the
keel of an upturned boat is no fun. Not even for a few days, never mind several months.At least
Jim Glennie's tri Rose-Noelle (as would most tris) floated higher above the water surface, with
the underside of the wings barely awash, and the crew were able to - progressively - locate
stores of food and water (though the leakage of the entire main tank is a salutory lesson that one
way valves are not an optional extra) - and eventually they sorted out a stove, rigged fishing gear
and were able to survive.A must read for anyone contemplating sailing offshore in a multi-hull -
not to put you off, but rather to provide examples of what not to do, and things you need to have
in place prior to departure.For example, much of their useful gear was lost immediately after the
capsize, as the sea surged in and out of the cabin through the open companionway. So stuff
needs to be secured - in closed cupboards with catches on them, or behind elastic strapping -
so even in the unlikely event of a capsize, it won't be washed out the door.Also, batteries should
be of the sealed type, to prevent the formation of hydrogen gas, and/or sulphuric acid from
battery leakage. They should also be fused to prevent shorting in the event of immersion. This
way, lights, radios and even the short-lived EPIRB battery might be able to be maintained for
longer.That and a conformable 'high and dry bunk', perhaps using pre-purposed locker covers
or spare materials carried for the purpose, ought to be 'designed in' to every
multihull.Catamarans should have watertight doors installed between the bridge deck and the
hulls to enable water to be pumped from the hulls to provide buoyancy- and potential living
space. And the practice of having sliding doors and windows opening from the bridgedeck to the
cockpit should be banned, as these will allow water in at a rate pumps can't cope with. Sealed
hatches with dogs or additional inside hatch-covers with catches that can be dogged down over
the doors and windows to seal them, and thus be able to pump the bridgedeck dry-ish.Other
ideas you'll have to read and figure out for yourself. As a story of survival it rivals "Alive!", the tale
of the Andean plane crash, but without the cannibalism. Who knows what the guys "might" have
been driven to had their capsized journey continued, or had they been blown towards South
America rather than back towards New Zealand!A must-read for all offshore sailors, but
especially for those with multihulls. I recommend also, for survival issues and preparations,
reading Jim Brown's "The Case for the Cruising Trimaran", a fundamentally honest look at the
issue for capsized multihulls from a designer and sailor's perspective.”

B. Bradley, “A peak inside the human spirit. If you read Adrift and enjoyed Steve Callahan's



physical and philosophical journey, you will enjoy this book. Steve and Jim have captured the
daily survival adventure as well as the human spirit that endures while being in a tough situation.
The writing put me in the story as the fifth member of their journey.”

Geoff Beach, “Eloquently written and candid would best summarize it. I have recently viewed the
documentary-drama, 'Abandoned', TVNZ, apparently based on John Glennie's book,(which I
have yet to read). So it was with interest to read Jim Nalepka's account.Eloquently written and
candid would best summarize it. Steve Callahan is excellent at conveying what it must have
been like for four men to be share a confined space in an up-turned trimaran ,cold wet and
hungry, for four months. He readily admits they all had their faults but their survival is by no
means due to Glennie alone. It was a combined effort and they all equally deserve credit.Highly
recommended.”

Jayme Cook, “Couldn't put it down. Great book.! Not only does the book describe how their
physical needs were met, it's a great look at their Psychological  survival as well.”

Ebook Tops Addict, “Fish story survival. Can you say.... Whoops? Plenty of good personality and
stamina. Loved reading tales of human endurance! Wonderful read, unforgettable real story.”

Jessica, “Intriguing, couldn’t put it down. I read “adrift” and was excited to read more of Steven
Callahan’s writing, especially that he wrote this story for someone else, a story of survival like his
own, but so very different.”

Matt, “Good book. I read this book due to my interest in survival and adventure stories. Good fit
for my interests, and also an interesting story of human behavior and values.”

Douglas A. Duncan, “A Great Story of Friendship and Survival. A beautifully told story of men
learning how to live and survive together under the most difficult of circumstances. Wonderfully
written and powerful. This touching tail is well worth it. I was in awe of their resilience, and in
tears at the end.”

Stuart Barry, “Great read of the interpersonal struggled within a long term survival scenario.
Great personal insights.Realistic portrayal of survival at sea at the right pace.Written with great
humanity n n n”

james j lawson, “Five Stars. An intimate and gripping read”

The book by Steven Callahan has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 54 people have provided feedback.
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